BUYING A HOUSE IN
SPAIN.
Tips &tricks
Foreigners are buying more and more houses in Spain. Last year alone, more than
61,000 operations were carried out according to data from the Registrars, representing 13
out

of

every

100

operations

and

signing

the

highest

figure

in

history.

For investors from non-EU countries, the purchase of a property in Spain in which you
invest more than 500,000 euros may allow you to apply for a visa or special residence
permit

for

investors.

Whether it is your first home, or you want to change your apartment, buying a home is a
long and complicated process that requires a series of steps to follow. Ideally, you should
start looking for a property early, as this is a very important decision with great
repercussions, so it should not be done in a hurry.
However, before you buy a property in Spain we advise you to spend some time
researching and informing yourself of what you should do and what you should avoid in
order to stay away from the problems and difficulties that others have experienced in the
past. In this entry there is some useful information and advice that will help you plan your
purchase. However, since every case is different, we strongly recommend that you

contact a local, independent lawyer to help you through the process and to ensure that
your money and rights are fully protected.

Choosing a home
The first thing is to be clear about what your tastes and needs are and to define the
priorities when you start your search.
Our first advice is to put yourself in the hands of a reputable EXCLUSIVE BUYER AGENT
who will help you find and choose the perfect property that meets your needs and
expectations. The intervention of an agent will usually save you time, money and
surprises. Their fees are always paid by the sellers, so there is no cost to your pocket. A
solvent agent with a long history in the area knows perfectly well the properties, the
locations that may interest you most according to your expectations, the best locations
within each complex or development, the nearby facilities, the distance to health or
leisure centres or the security of the area, and it is a fact that, in addition to the price, it is
important to take into account all these factors when choosing a property.

REAL ESTATE VS EXCLUSIVE BUYER AGENT
A real estate agency mainly defends your interests and not yours. It's like going to trial
without a lawyer and negotiating directly with opposing counsel.
- Hiring a Personal Shopper ensures the defence of your interests, as they charge
exclusively from the purchasing party. They are clear that their client is the buyer and
there is no confusion possible.
- They do not manage properties to sell, but they advise clients who are looking to
buy.
- They work exclusively for the buyer and we are always positioned at his side, we
warn about the "deceptions or inaccuracies" of many real estate ads that are a waste of
time for the potential buyer.

- They offer a service that allows you to save up to 70% of your time in visits and a
saving that varies between 5% and 20% of the published price of the property.
- If they do not achieve that minimum discount we do not charge our fees and neither do
we if we do not find the property you need. They will only charge a small amount at the
time of formalising the contract to cover the minimum expenses and ensure the
commitment between both parties, which will be deducted from the fee at the time of
purchase.

THEY LOOK FOR YOU
- They promise to find the house you need within 90 days.
- During this time, the company is responsible for visiting the homes, providing a
weekly summary to the client of the apartments they have seen and indicating which ones
may be of interest to them and which ones they have discarded.
- Their job is to interpret your requirements and wishes in order to propose you only
the properties that meet your needs. They will manage all the administrative and legal
documentation, we will check the real state of the property, and if you wish they will
process your reform, the move you need or the services necessary for the maintenance
of your next home.
- Their aim is to make the whole process of searching, selecting and acquiring your
home easier, avoiding any possible surprises
THEY NEGOTIATE ON YOUR BEHALF TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICE AND
SALES CONDITIONS
- The search is done without any limitation: they will search both in real estate agencies
and among individuals, accessing one hundred percent of the real estate market

THEY SAVE TIME
- They identify your needs and the criteria of the property you wish to acquire to inform
only what meets the requirements.

SEARCH AND SELECTION OF PROPERTIES
-They search through our network of real estate consultants to identify the most
interesting opportunities.
ELABORATION OF POST VISIT REPORTS
-They prepare an exhaustive report of the properties they have previously selected and
visited.
PRESENTATION OF OFFERS AND NEGOTIATION
- They make an offer to buy and negotiate on your behalf to get the best conditions and
the best sales price

OBLIGATIONS ON A DEVELOPEMENT PROPERTY
You should bear in mind that when you sign a contract with a property developer you are
agreeing to sign the deed and pay the full price once the property is completed.
Transferring your purchase rights to a third party, prior to the completion and delivery of
the property is possible and legal, but it requires the prior authorisation of the developer,
who may request that the investor and the new buyer provide documentary proof that
payment of the aforementioned right has been made and that the transfer tax on the
value of the property for the transfer of the contractual rights has been paid. The new
buyer will also have to pay VAT to the developer once the deed has been executed, which
will dramatically increase his expenses. For all these reasons, in practice it is difficult to
sell the rights to the property before the deed is done, that is, before paying the full
agreed price and the taxes and expenses derived from the purchase.
Therefore, even in the case of buying an off-plan property for resale before completion,
the investor must have the necessary economic resources to complete the operation.
If you are going to buy a house or a property of a certain value, it is advisable to
commission a technical report from an architect or quantity surveyor in order to rule out
any hidden problems or defects in the property that could affect it in the future. Sellers are
responsible for hidden defects, i.e. that they were not visible or apparent, but it is

necessary to make a legal claim with the delays and costs that this generates. Therefore,
a previous report will save you surprises, time and money. If you apply for a mortgage to
finance the purchase, the bank will send an appraiser to the property but, in general, the
report that this one makes will not reflect the constructive state of the property but only its
commercial value.
Budgeting to buy a home
The budget is one of the most important factors when buying a home. That is why, before
contracting any loan, it is important to know what the monthly expenses are that can be
paid, making a projection of the income in the short and medium term. All factors are
important: job stability, salary, the mortgage rate to be applied, etc. At the end of the day,
it is a matter of analyzing the numbers and finding out how easy it is to pay the mortgage
you are going to take out. Normally, unforeseen events always happen, so you don't have
to worry every night either. The ideal is that the mortgage does not represent more than
40% of one of the salaries that enter the family unit, to avoid unnecessary risks of nonpayment.
Visit the neighborhood and the house you want to buy
Before deciding on a property, it is essential that a professional carries out a technical
inspection to determine the state of the mechanical systems, the general layout and the
aesthetic-environmental conditions of the property. The certificates of Professional
Inspection of Housing (certificates IPV) provide the security that the property is in perfect
condition and, if not, at least the possibility of raising a possible discount if there is any
defective element. In addition, it is advisable to talk to the neighbours to find out what it
means to live in that community. Visiting the neighborhood is essential to know if it fits or
not the needs of the buyer in terms of transportation, schools, commerce, green areas…
Study the price of the house
To assess whether the price set by the seller is adequate, in addition to seeing the
property, it is useful to know what the average price is in the area and other apartments of
similar characteristics. In general, the more offer, the easier it is for the buyer to negotiate.
If, on the other hand, the real estate market presents a greater demand than supply, it will

be the buyer who must adjust to the existing offer without too much possibility of
negotiating for a drop in prices.

Forms of payment
When it comes to paying, there are several ways:
- Cash payment. Once you have the notarial deed and you have checked that the
property is free of charges and current payments, you make the deposit contract and then
you sign the sales contract, which is binding and valid for the parties, although it has to be
raised to a public deed. It is paid by certified cheque or by transfer via the Bank of Spain.
The formal act of the sale and purchase is carried out by means of a contract signed
before a Notary Public, which is called a public deed. After paying the corresponding
expenses and taxes, this deed is taken to the Land Registry.
- Mortgage loan. This is the most common option. Among the factors that influence the
bank's decision to grant a mortgage loan are the appraisal value, debt capacity,
guarantees and employment stability. Normally, for non residential foreigners, a mortgage
covers 70 % of the appraised value and the interest rates will depend on each entity and
each case.

Once the appraisal test has been passed, the financial entity must approve the loan. If the
answer is yes, a binding offer is issued, which will be delivered in writing and will be valid
for 10 days, including the financial aspects that will later be reflected in the contract. From
that moment on, the buyer has sufficient information to know whether to continue or reject
the offer. If he accepts it, the contract must have data such as the capital of the loan
(amount, form of delivery, amortization, dates, installments, early repayment, extension of
the amortization calendar), interests (annual interest rate applicable to the loan, maturity
of interest...), commissions (opening, cancellation and legal maximums and other
commissions), borrower's expenses and other matters such as early termination or
interest on arrears.
- Subrogate to the agreed mortgage. The buyer can subrogate to the seller's mortgage
loan (debtor subrogation), modifying the holders. This is a frequent operation for new
homes, when the developer has a loan, or for second-hand homes, subrogating to the
mortgage of the former owners.
- Deferred price. The cost of the dwelling (or part of it) is paid after the public deed of
sale, although the seller can then request the payment of interest to the buyer for the
deferred amounts and the payment guarantees. The deferred part of the payment is
guaranteed through a mortgage with resolutory condition.

Administrative formalities required to buy a house in Spain
The purchase of a property in Spain by a non-resident foreigner is a fairly simple
procedure. It is only necessary to have the NIE (Foreigners Identification Number). This is
a personal, unique and exclusive number of sequential nature and is essential to carry
out any type of economic transaction in our country (from opening a bank account to
buying a house).
The NIE is granted ex officio by the Directorate General of Police to any foreigner who is
initiated an administrative process, but it can also be requested provided that the reason
for the request is accredited. This application can be made from outside Spain - through
the embassy or consulate - or from our country, by going to a foreigner's office or a police
station.

Once the NIE has been applied for and obtained, the non-resident foreigner can begin to
purchase the home.
Although in Spain a purchase can be made by private contract, for it to have access to
the Property Registry and therefore have the legal security that this provides, it must be
formalized in a public deed, going to the notary. The notary will require the foreign buyer's
NIE when identifying him/her.
This same NIE will be used to settle the corresponding taxes, in its case it will be the Tax
of Patrimonial Transmissions to the being a second hand house.
You should also take into account that if you are going to reside in Spain for more than
183 days a year (natural) our country will be considered your habitual residence.
Therefore, you will have to present an income tax self-assessment instead of the NonResident Income Tax.
It is compulsory to have a bank account in our country. All taxes and expenses associated
with the purchase of a property (VAT in case of new properties, ITP in case of second
hand residences, notary, management and registration expenses, as well as the IBI and
rubbish collection tax) must be paid in Spain .

Registration of the deed in the Land Registry, changes of ownership and contracts
From the time the deed is signed at the notary's office, your title to the property is already
reflected in the Land Registry as a result of the very presentation made by the notary by
electronic means. However, a subsequent procedure is required which consists of
withdrawing the original document from the notary's office, liquidating and paying the
corresponding taxes and, finally, presenting the deeds in the Property Registry for their
full registration. If the property is not registered in your name in the Land Registry, you
may be the owner of the property in a private capacity, but you will not enjoy the
guarantee that registration in the Registry offers you against third parties. The registration
process is usually completed within one to three months.

How to finance the home’s purchase in Spain
Spanish banks offer financing to foreigners not residing in Spain without any problem.
Non-resident mortgages are mortgage loans granted to foreigners who do not have tax
residence in Spain and who wish to acquire a second residence in our country.
It is important to note that they should not be confused with mortgages for foreigners
residing in Spain, which can be the same as for any person with Spanish nationality.
The maximum financing for this type of mortgage loan is normally 70% of the purchase
value or appraisal (always the lesser of the two) and the repayment term is at most 30
years.
ATTENTION: However, if you can prove that you have been living and paying taxes in
Spain (at least for 2 years), you can get up to 80% financing.
The interest rate paid for them can be higher than other mortgage loans.
It is worth mentioning that the consideration that this residence will have, if the buyer
maintains the tax residence in his country of origin, the property that is acquired in Spain,
will not be able to be considered as a habitual residence
NATIONALITY. A KEY FACTOR
But is the nationality of the client so
important for a financial institution? The
answer is yes. In general terms, the bank
distinguishes

the

nationality

of

the

mortgaged future in order to apply more
flexible or restrictive requirements.
For example, Spaniards living abroad usually have the same conditions as residents,
although in the case of foreigners it is influenced by whether they have family in Spain or
what part of the world they come from: if they come from rich countries (Western Europe,
USA, Canada...), entities are more receptive to granting loans for the purchase of
housing, while if their origin is in less developed or Eastern European countries the
financial sector tends to cause more problems.

Among the reasons that lead the financial sector to make a selection of some nationalities
against others are the better knowledge of their legal system, economic stability, as well
as the requirements of regulatory compliance and money laundering, which make banks
have to filter customers and ensure that the savings they provide for the purchase come
from legal activities (employment, investments, inheritance ...)
According to the data handled by the consulting firm, British and German nationalities are
the ones who have an offer in this type of mortgage loans (coinciding with the ones who
buy more properties in domestic territory), although buyers from other countries are also
eligible for these loans.
But why do they offer such demanding conditions? The reason is clear: in case of default
it is practically impossible to seize property abroad and the bank has no other guarantee
than the mortgaged property.
This circumstance also implies for the buyer to have to contribute, from the beginning,
between 30 and 50% of the value of the house, to which it will be necessary to add the
expenses derived from the purchase (VAT in case of new houses, ITP in case of second
hand houses, expenses of notary's office, management and registry
In order to process the mortgage, you will need to present a series of documents. These
are the most common:
Of course, photocopy of NIE or passport.
1. The certificate stating that you are not a resident of this country.
2. The employment contract.
3. The last payslips obtained in your country of residence4. The bank statement of the
last year where the payroll is deposited.
5. The tax return.
6. The certificate of tax residence.
7. The contract of the property to be purchased (or the deposit contract, if there is none).
8. The last three receipts for outstanding debts that have been cancelled.

In addition, there is a document called a credit risk report for residents, which serves to
prove activity and solvency in the country where the non-resident lives and works.
In addition, all documentation must be translated.
In the event that a loan (mortgage) is granted, we will be faced with the evaluation phase
of the loan. The bank receives the previous agreement, it will send an appraiser to
evaluate the property, and once it has established the estimate, the financial entity will
sign the mortgage favourably.

THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT MORTGAGES IN SPAIN:
Avoid paying the initial charges
After the new mortgage law came into force in June 2019, consumers are now enjoying a
much better situation.
Since then, banks are responsible for paying mortgage-related installation costs, such as
the famous AJD tax.
In the past, the buyer had to pay the registration fee, the tax on documented legal acts,
the notary's fees... All that is eliminated with this new law. The bank assumes those
payments.
This implies an important reduction of the costs to be paid, which makes your mortgage
even cheaper. The only two items you will have to pay for now are:
- The valuation the bank makes to assess the real value of the property. That's a fixed
fee of 300-500 euros.
- Agreement fee, which varies from bank to bank, but is usually 1-1.5%.
But wait a second. This new law seems too good...
If the banks lose this initial income they were receiving before, they'll probably get that
money from somewhere else. They must be charging the buyer in other ways. And that's
sure to drive up the interest rate on the mortgage. There's no other way.
But that couldn't be further from the truth.

Currently, interest rates in Spain are really low. In fact, they are at the lowest levels in the
last 30 years.
We are talking about one of the countries in Europe with the lowest tax rates. Which
makes it an ideal place to get financing.
Pay with your country's currency
Are you from a country outside the Eurozone? Then good news.
Now you can make your mortgage payments in euros or in your home country's currency.
Let's say, for example, you're from the United Kingdom. You can choose to pay the loan in
either pounds or euros. And that's something you'll decide when you sign the contract.
The exchange rate will be fixed for the life of the mortgage payment and equivalent to the
rate at the time of signing.
All of the above factors should make it obvious to avoid using a lender from your home
country. Applying for a mortgage in Spain is a much better option.

And not only because of the lower total cost and the money you could save (as we have
seen), but also because of the reduction in bureaucratic complexity.
How long does it take to get a mortgage in Spain?
From start to finish, it takes 6 to 8 weeks to get a mortgage. Although the process can be
completed in as little as 4 weeks, this is quite unusual.

How to get the best conditions in your mortgage being a foreigner
What is the ideal strategy to obtain the best possible conditions? We leave you with 6 tips
that will help you enormously being a foreigner:
- Become the ideal customer for the bank. And this is achieved by demonstrating
solvency. Banks decide whether to grant a mortgage or not and under what conditions,
according to your payment profile. If you prove that you can pay without problems, the
mortgage conditions will be much more favourable.
- In that sense, it creates stable sources of income. Lenders calculate one third of your
salary and add the monthly mortgage payment to it. That total must be less than 35% of
your monthly income to be solvent.
- Banks prefer that your source of income be based on a (more secure) monthly salary
rather than income or dividends on your own. So try to adjust accordingly.
- If the mortgage you apply for is only 60% of the total value of the property, your
chances of getting better rates are higher.
- It helps to apply for the mortgage with your partner.
- Start early. Don't wait until the last moment of the buying process to think about the
mortgage. And try to compare as much as possible, especially after you've received
several offers (so you have something to compare it to).
- Your local lawyer has the tools, contacts, knowledge and experience necessary to
verify the legal capacity of the sellers, real estate developers and other intermediaries;
draft or review every document that must be signed and that could compromise your
interests; ensure that all legal requirements are met; and make sure that the property is
free of debts, liens or encumbrances. A local lawyer not only knows the applicable law,
but also the area and the possible problems or advantages of one or the other option, so
his knowledge will be very useful.
There are excellent local lawyers who will help you acquire your property safely, but
use

common

sense

and

don't

do

things

you

wouldn't

do

in

your

home

country. Independence is the key word here. Your lawyer should not have a business
relationship with the developer, seller or real estate agent, because it could lead to a

conflict of interest and be a source of trouble. I would like to believe that most real estate
agents recommend the lawyer they believe is best for you, but unfortunately, it is also
common for the reasons behind the recommendations to be different. When accepting a
recommendation, please check that all parties are truly independent and that there are no
commercial links between them.
Do yourself a favor and do some research before you get on the plane to buy. Talk to
people who have used a lawyer in Spain in the past and let them recommend you.
Search and compare on the web. Don't just accept the first thing that is offered to you,
you might get lucky or you might not, and if you are going to use your savings, or part of
them, to buy a property abroad, we agree that it is very convenient to use professionals
as guarantors.

THE PRIVATE CONTRACT
Before signing the public deed of sale of the property, the notaries remember that a
private contract is usually drawn up between the buyer and the seller, which must include
important issues such as
1.- Who signs on behalf of the seller: when a developer sells, the administrator or
representative of the company signs. If it is a sale between individuals, all the owners
must sign, and if it is a family or community home, both spouses must sign
2.- State of charges of the housing: it is fundamental to verify if the housing is free of
charges, if it has mortgage, if they weigh embargoes on it, or if some limitation in the
statutes of the community of proprietors exists. You can request a simple informative note
directly from the property register or do it through a notary's office. Sometimes you have
to ask the town hall for a certificate of urban legality in case there is some kind of
affectation that does not appear in the property register.
3.- Community of owners' fees: before the purchase, make sure that the property is up to
date with payments and expenses, as in certain cases the law obliges the buyer to take
care of them.

4.- Price: the price and form of payment must be clearly determined. Do not allow a price
below the real price or pay amounts that are not documented. This is against the law and
can harm you.
5.- Deposits: when the private contract is signed, an amount is usually given as part of
the payment of the total price or "down payment" - known as a deposit - which binds both
parties. The most common ones are the penitential ones, which allow you to get out of the
contract before the signing of the deed. If it is the buyer who cancels the agreement, you
will lose the amount delivered, while if the seller does so, he will have to return double the
amount received.
It is important to stress that you cannot recover the deposit, unless there is a written
agreement to the contrary, such as when the necessary financing is not obtained, or legal
or planning problems come to light that make the purchase inadvisable.
6.- Costs of the sale and purchase: if the parties do not agree on anything, or if they
indicate in the contract that it is "according to law", the law of the competent autonomous
community will be applied. Nevertheless, in the private document it is usually agreed who
assumes the expenses, including that all of them are paid by the buyer, except for the
capital gain that by law corresponds to the seller. If a developer is sold, it is forbidden for
the buyer to assume expenses that by law must be paid by the seller.
7.- The public deed is authentic: the grantors of a sale declare before a notary their
willingness to buy and sell and the conditions of the sale. The notary, public official, gives
faith or authenticity of these statements in the deed so that neither party can deny the
other what they have stated. The public deed is privileged evidence before the courts.
8.- The public deed provides legal certainty: the notary does not limit himself to giving
faith. His professional performance provides legal certainty by verifying and checking that
the aspects contained in the private document are in accordance with the law.
9.- In the act of signing the public deed, the notary, among other things, 1) verifies the
identity, capacity and legitimacy of the seller and buyer; 2) exposes the state of the
charges that weigh on the property; 3) confirms the payment of the community fees, or 4)
requests the proof of payment of the property tax (IBI).

10.- Energy certificate: it is also an essential requirement to present the energy certificate
when signing the deeds before a notary. If this were not the case, the notary would not
approve the operation.
Among the steps to be taken once the deed of sale has been signed are:
Payment of taxes and registration in the Land Registry: if you are going to carry out these
steps personally, check with the notary's office on the deadlines in order to avoid
penalties or loss of rights. You can also choose to entrust the processing to the notary,
who will send an authorized electronic copy of the deed to the Land Registry for
registration. He will then provide you with an authorised copy of the deed on official paper
with all supporting documents and invoices.
Supplies: do not forget to put in your name the supplies that affect the new property.
Documentation and invoices: keep all the original documents, proofs, guarantees and
invoices regarding the purchase.
The signing of the private contract is usually accompanied by the payment of 10% of the
purchase price, if the owner is an individual, and between 25% and 40% if it is a new
home or purchased off plan from a developer.
Within this percentage, the deposit paid is normally already included, as a payment on
account.
At this point it is very important that the client informs his lawyer of any commitments or
conditions that he may have agreed with both the seller or his representatives and the
agents, in order to reflect them in the document. Once the contract is signed, both parties
are obliged to respect it in the terms and conditions agreed. Do not assume anything that
has been mentioned or offered to you orally. It is advisable to reflect everything in the
contract.
In the case of the purchase of homes under construction, there are usually other
intermediate payments between the signing of the contract and the signing of the deed,
which generally coincide with certain phases of the work. Make sure that there is an
official certificate and endorsement from the architect confirming that this phase of the
work has been reached.

It is advisable for your local lawyers to arrange these payments on your behalf for a
number of reasons:
- It is crucial to ask
the developer for the
relevant
to

be

against

guarantees
provided
each

payment made during
construction. It should
be remembered that
in Spain developers
and builders who receive payments on account for homes under construction are obliged
by law to guarantee the amounts received until the completion of the work by means of a
bank guarantee or insurance policy. In this way, in the event that the work is not
completed, the buyer would be able to recover the money invested plus the legal interest.
- When the property is registered in your name, your lawyer will have to provide the
Notary with not only a bank certificate proving that all the funds invested from abroad
came through the banking system, but also a copy of each and every payment made
(transfers, cheques, bills of exchange, etc.), as required by current legislation on the
prevention of money laundering.
If you are buying a newly built property directly from the developer, you will normally be
offered a standard contract model drawn up by the developer, so it is also important that
an independent lawyer familiar with local laws checks that no terms or conditions are
included that are abusive or unfair to the buyers.

TYPES OF TAX ON HOUSING
ITP
Transfer tax is a tax related to the transfer of property. Determining the exact rate will
depend on the location of the property, since it varies according to the autonomous

community, but always ranges between 5% and 10%. As for the term, it must be paid in
the period between the purchase and 30 days after it.

Plusvalía
This is a local tax payable by the seller. The seller goes to the Town Hall in question and
sends the form, and then receives via e-mail the amount owed for the capital gain. What
does this amount depend on? Basically on the number of years the property has been in
existence, and the cadastral value of the property.

IBI
Real estate tax is a property tax issued by the municipal entity in which the property is
located. It is usually between 0.5% and 1.1% of the cadastral value of the property

Buying in the name of a company
Since buyers must prove the origin of the funds to be invested, there may be limitations in
this regard.
Any foreign company that meets the requirements may acquire or purchase property in
Spain. The purchase of property in Spain by a foreign company is fairly easy in Spain
and, in fact, foreigners are welcomed with open arms as the government tries to attract
more investors.
Foreigners have no particular restrictions on buying property in Spain by a foreign
company. As mentioned above, the Spanish government even encourages foreign
investors to buy local property.
This is a completely different story to places like Singapore and Hong Kong, where
governments have introduced strong buyer's stamp rights to foreigners, to cool down the
markets.
Another benefit of investing in Spanish property is that you can make the purchase of
property in Spain by a foreign company, such as a unit in a condominium, a villa, a plot of
land or an apartment.

In many Southeast Asian countries, unfavorable property regulations leave foreigners
with the only option of purchasing units in condominiums.
Each case is different and should be studied before recommending one option or another.
However, a priori we think that in most cases it is convenient to buy in the name of
individuals, mainly because of the new bilateral agreements signed between Spain and
other countries regarding taxes, as is the case in the United Kingdom, which put an end
to certain tax advantages that existed when buying in the name of companies.
Another point against the use of companies to acquire property is that some regional
regulations, such as the one referring to the social function of housing in Andalusia,
impose some charges on commercial companies that own empty properties or make
limited use of them (see the entry "The controversial Andalusian law on the social function
of housing"), or the fact that deeds in the name of a company do not avoid the obligation
to pay taxes on the death of the ultimate beneficiaries of that company

Buying a house to rent in Spain. Is it profitable?
There are a lot of real estate operations nowadays. People who buy homes and then sell
them, or reform them and then turn them into offices, and even people who buy homes to
use as offices or establishments for their businesses, but without a doubt one of the most
common real estate operations is to buy a home to rent.
But, is this a good option? Is it really recommended to invest in housing to rent? How
much profitability can be obtained from such an operation? How long would it take to
recover the investment?
You may be asking yourself all these questions if you have ever considered the option of
investing in property to make a profit by renting it. We want to help you with this article to
see how interesting it can be for you and if it is convenient at this moment to buy a
property to rent it.
You should know that buying a property and then try to rent it and generate a monthly
income is not something new, is one of the oldest forms of investment that exist.

What happens is that until the crisis that began to hit our country in 2008, this form of
investment was practically reserved for people with medium-high capital, in addition to a
significant knowledge of the market.
However, many investment professionals now suggest that this could be the perfect time
to invest in real estate. After prices have started to fall by up to 45% since the crisis, it
seems that house prices are starting to stabilise and even show a small increase.
And this increase, according to professionals, will do nothing but rise and rise, slowly but
steadily.
One of the things that is favoring this rise is that people are starting to buy homes, and
banks are beginning to recover their mortgage lines. And as we know, the Euribor is also
at an ideal moment, at historical lows.
We are in a suitable moment to buy a house but, is it convenient to invest in properties to
rent them later?
It is a fact that in our times, employment is not stable, people do not feel safe with the
jobs they have.
This precariousness of employment and the low salaries that are perceived among the
Spanish population has meant that many people who were thinking of buying a house
have opted for renting instead of buying.
On top of this, there is a major cultural change coming from Europe, as many young
people are starting to think that they don't want to be tied to a mortgage for the rest of
their lives, so renting is being put forward as their first option.
This causes that in Spain, the rates of return that offers the purchase of a house to
mortgage it quintuple, in the worst case, the rates of return that offer the Bonds of State to
10 years.
Currently it is said that the profitability offered in the investment of a house to rent it later
has increased to 6.1%, which has meant a rise of 0.6% in one year.
In Spain the most profitable cities would be: Lleida (7.7%), Palma de Mallorca (6.7%), Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria (6.5%), Alicante (6.4%) and Huelva (6.3%). And the least: San
Sebastián (3.7%), Ourense (3.7%) and A Coruña (3.9%).

As we can see, investing in real estate and then renting it out can be a very juicy type of
investment, but not everything always turns out well. You should know that you have to
know the market a little bit to get the best profitability from these operations.

The first thing we must tell you is that not because the purchase price of a property is too
low plus profitability we will get. There are areas where we can find very low prices, but
they can also be areas where it is very difficult to rent, or there is not enough demand or
the prices of the rents are very low.
The area where you are going to buy the property is very important. Look at the price, but
do not forget that this is not the most important thing when it comes to investing.
Another very common mistake is to ignore the size of the property. We think that this is
not a factor that should be taken into account, and we even think that small houses can
be more demanded and more profitable.
The truth is that, according to some analyses, where profitability is higher is in homes that
are between 150 and 250 square meters. Below these dimensions, demand is lower and
above that, profitability tends to drop.

As you can see, these are data that need to be known before making an investment of
this type.

BUILDING YOUR OWN HOUSE
Hiring an architect: what fees and how they are paid
Going to an architect is not something that only those lucky enough to be able to build
their own house do. The work of the architect may be necessary for some major works of
our house and for many of those required by a community of owners.
So, if you need an architect, you should know what his fees are and how they are
paid. Since 2006, the fees are no longer fixed by the Spanish Council of Architects.
However, these tables are still used as a guide.
The fees of an architect include:
- An execution project
- The management of the necessary licences
- Coordination of works and industrialists
- Subsequent legalizations
- The guarantee of quality and safety against possible damage during the 10 years
following the completion of the work
How the fees are distributed
As this is a contract between private parties, the forms of payment can be determined as
both parties prefer. Either as a monthly payment or by certification of work performed.
However, the Professional Associations usually recommend a certain way of paying the
architects' fees, which can be summarized in these four concepts:
Preliminary project
It is paid when the client accepts the work according to the draft, as a deposit. It is usually
10% of the Material Execution Project and in this way the contract is formalized. The
preliminary project is not an estimate, so it must always be paid, whether the work is

continued with that architect or not. Sometimes the preliminary project is paid together
with the next phase of the work.
Basic project
The basic project, which contains the plans and a descriptive report to understand the
project, as well as a general budget for the work and which justifies the urban planning
regulations, receives 30% of the fees. It is paid upon completion. In addition, if the
preliminary project has not been charged before, they are charged together (which would
make up 40% of the Material Execution Project).
Execution Project
The executive project, which in addition to the basic project contains the plans of the
facilities and the structure, as well as construction details, measurements and the detailed
budget with all items, takes another 30% of the fees. It is also paid when this phase has
been completed. Many developers make payment conditional on the granting of the
building permit.
Coordination of construction work
The coordination of the works takes the final 30% of the budget and is charged at the
end. These fees are also usually conditioned to the concession of the final procedures to
legalize the works. Thus, if the duration of the works is very long, a percentage of
updating fees is usually charged on this last 30%, as interest for delay.
So, the answer to the question of how much an architect costs is not as simple as when
the prices were pre-established by means of scales.
Nowadays, each architect charges what he thinks is convenient, what he can, or what
pressure leads him to charge. A little joke sometimes, in which this post I do not want to
deepen.
Let's see it then with an example of how most architects will calculate their fees for your
project, say, a single-family home.
The architect must calculate the P.E.M (Material Execution Project) in order to price his
fee. This P.E.M will be an estimate and depends mainly on:

- The type of dwelling (detached, semi-detached...)
- Surface area (m2)
- Qualities to be installed (affects the price of the m2)
- Constructive difficulty (it affects the difficulties of the work management and consequent
responsibility that is acquired).

SO HOW MUCH DOES AN ARCHITECT COST?
Well, let's see, for the Preliminary Project, the Basic and Execution Project and for the
Construction Management:
- The cheapest architect: 8,000 euros.
- The most expensive Architect: 22,000 - 24,000 euros. There are even more. What's
more, to many people who have lived through the era of the scales in the architect's fees,
these prices will seem the most reasonable in the world. In fact, they are.
In between you'll find most
architects. Most are closer
to the second choice than
to the first.
And some, with the next
picture in mind, will say,
"My

goodness!

20,000

euros for four drawings?
And I understand you, because you don't have to know or have taken into account the
following:
1.- The hours and dedication that must be put into the project and construction
management to do it well. Always a lot more than it seems a priori.
2.- The expenses that an architect incurs: Insurance, (one for each work that he
executes), School (to be a member costs money and it is necessary to sign the works),

Brotherhood of architects, in addition, surely: quota of autonomous, some that another
salary, more or less worthy and rent of office. In short, about 2,000 euros of monthly
expenses at a very, very low level. That, without counting all the other expenses that
everyone does have.
3.- Finally, my favourite for being the most important and, at the same time, the most
forgotten. The responsibility that the architect acquires with each building he signs: 10
years.

How much does it cost to build a house in Spain?
In general, when we talk about the price of building a house, the experts refer to prices
per square meter built, with taxes and licenses already added in the final budget.
The final budget is divided into the following expense items, which are necessary to carry
out the work. In addition we will indicate the steps to build a house.
Material execution project
The physical implementation budget includes all costs of implementing each of the
expenditure items listed in the project measurements.
This budget is very variable and depends on factors such as the surface area of the
house, the surface area of public and private urbanization, the quality of materials and
finishes, the complexity of the construction, the characteristics of the land and the quality
of the construction company.
Cost per square meter to build a house
An approximate value of the material execution project for a single-family home is 13001800 per square meter of built area.
If we want superior qualities or to build on topographically complicated land, the price will
increase.

Costs and benefits of the builder
If you want to hire a construction company, you should know that this type of company is
in charge of the construction of the house. They start by studying the plans and
measurements of the project and, from there, they draw up the budget for the contract,
which is usually 19% higher than the budget for the material execution. Reasons:
includes general expenses (13%) and the builder's profit (6%).
A builder would be responsible for: Foundations and structure, rooms and wall and floor
coverings; lacquered doors, frames and custom-made wardrobes; roof, fireplace
(optional), facade and insulation, general plumbing installation, general electrical
installation, aluminium windows with TPR, electrical outlets in rooms, antennas and
telephone, etc.
Taxes: self-promotion of homes. The VAT applied to new self-promotion works is 10%
of the contract budget.
How much does it cost to build the structure of a house?
One of the aspects that determine the quality of any construction is its structure. In this
sense, it is not convenient to spare any effort, much less resources, when we talk about
the construction of the structure of a house.
Nowadays the most used types of materials for this type of questions are:
- Concrete: It is a very resistant and effective material. In addition it resists quite well the
fire, a great advantage for the structure of a house, since it can be a form of reducing the
risk of fire.
- Wood: Wooden structures also have many advantages. This material favours thermal
insulation. On the other hand, they are often left uncoated, as they are aesthetically
attractive.
- Steel: Structures built with this material are usually more economical and are installed
relatively quickly.

In any case, it must be taken into account that the structure of a house includes both the
foundations and the framework of beams, pillars, slabs, etc. Logically, if we take into
account all these aspects, the final budget will be higher.
The construction of the structure of a house, also counting on the price of the foundation,
can cost between 300 and 400 euros/m2.
Technical fees
Technical expenses are usually classified into three types:
Land surveys
- Topographical study: draws the exact geometry of the plot where the house is built. The
price of a topographical study is around 250-400 euros depending on the situation and
surface of the land.
- Geotechnical study: gives us the characteristics of the land and serves to design a
suitable foundation. Its price is usually around 650-800 euros.

Basic project and execution
The architect's fees for the drafting of the basic and execution project vary depending on
two factors: the complexity and surface area of the dwelling.
Therefore, the fees are usually around 4-6% of the material execution budget.
Construction management
It consists of three trained professionals:
- Project manager (architect)
- Execution manager (quantity surveyor)
- Health and Safety Coordinator (quantity surveyor)
The VAT applied to technical fees is 21% of the fee budget.
Municipal license
Generally we find two types of fees that vary depending on each municipality.
Fee for planning permission
The purpose of this license is to control the project's compliance with municipal
regulations. It can be around 1-2% of the material execution budget.
Tax on construction, installations and works
This is a permit to start the work. It is around 4% of the material execution budget.
To obtain the building permit, a construction and demolition waste management deposit
must be deposited.
Deed for new construction
When the work is completed, the deeds must be notarised and registered in the Land
Registry.
The notary and registrar's fees are stipulated by tariffs fixed by law. The sum of both is
around 0.5% of the value of the property.

Fee for first occupation licence
The local authorities check that the work has been carried out in accordance with the
project submitted in the licence application. If the final cost has varied, there may be an
upward or downward adjustment of this tax.
Habitability certificate
It is used by the Autonomous Community to check compliance with the habitability
conditions of the dwelling.
Registration of supplies
The most usual is to have about 200 euros for each supply: water, electricity, gas and
telecommunications.
Financial expenses
If bank financing is required, you have to add the appraisal costs (300-400 euros), the
notary and registration fees (0.5% of the mortgage liability), the tax on documented legal
acts (1-1.5% of the mortgage liability), the opening fee (0-1% of the loan amount) and the
bank interest that depends on the conditions of the mortgage subscription.
Cleaning of building site, furnishing of the house and decoration
Now that we have our new house, we'll have to clean it up after the construction. The
same goes for the furniture and decoration, which can represent on average 10% of the
initial budget for the execution of the work.
Bear in mind that to all these costs we must add the cost of the plot, the transfer tax, the
financial costs of mortgage, notaries, commercial register and the furniture of the new
house. We will have to add another 20%-30% of the cost that we have seen in the table
above.

How much does an interior decorator cost?
The way interior decorators work varies mainly according to their experience, creativity of
the professional, the way they work and their fees. The experience and creativity can be
evaluated with the work he has done, and the way of working and amount of fees can be
assessed by following the notes below:

Free fees
These decorators offer their fees free of charge in exchange for the client purchasing the
products that the decorator represents and has a business agreement with. Working with
this type of professional has the advantage that they do not charge a fee if you purchase
a minimum volume of their products, but on the other hand has the disadvantage that
working this way, sometimes, can be more expensive than hiring the decorator to reform
the house or premises separately, since the margin of a decorator with his supplier can be
around 10% to 35% per operation.
Paid fees
These decorators
charge for their
fees according to
the

m2

of

dwelling

or

for

interior

rooms.

Generally, these
professionals
decorate

and

work the space
without
into

taking

account

a

specific
catalogue, so the project is usually richer and gives the client more freedom to expose his
needs or to choose the products. Generally, once these professionals have developed the
decoration project, they prepare a dossier with a list of products where the references and
prices appear, so that the client can purchase them himself, or the decorator can manage
the purchase in exchange for a % of the products. The fees for this format of work can
range from 10€ to 30€ per m2. That is, if you have a house of about 100m2, a decorator
could charge you from 1,000 to 3,000 euros approximately. As everything in this life, the
price difference can come from many factors, so we reiterate that the best thing is to ask
3 or 4 budgets to different reform and decoration companies.

Integral reforms: how much does each arrangement cost?
Average price for a complete reform of a house
The price of a comprehensive reform ranges from 11,156 euros to 36,000 euros, with an
average price of 21,621 euros. The price will depend on the type of materials, the reform
that we do and the labor.
A comprehensive reform will include improvements in the kitchen, bathrooms, bedrooms,
living rooms and water and electricity installations.
Prices for building permits
Before starting the reform we will have to ask for the relevant building permits at the Town
Hall. These prices range from 200 euros to 700 euros, the average price being 401
euros.
If we are going to reform a second hand house, there are two types of building licenses:
- Licenses of major work
These will be necessary for all large tasks and for those that foresee the partial
occupation of the public road with scaffolding, containers or other elements.
- Licenses for minor works
These licenses must be requested for those works that do not involve structural changes
or affect the interior or exterior composition of a building.
The average price of a bathroom renovation
The partial reform of the bathroom can cost between 750 euros and 2,777 euros, with the
average price of these reforms being 1,546 euros.
- Changing the toilets
In order to change the sanitation we will need a plumber, who will include in the budget
the subject of pipes and the necessary changes: sink, shower, bidet or toilet. The price of

changing the toilets can vary between 60 euros and 1,095 euros, with the average price
of installing or changing toilets being 367 euros.
- Changing the plumbing
The pipes are an element that is advisable to change if they have been in use for several
years, since they can give problems in the day to day and also suppose to return to make
works to change them later. Changing the plumbing in the kitchen or bathroom has an
average price of 701 euros.
Average price of the kitchen reform
A complete reform of the kitchen has an average cost of 6,558 euros, while the price of a
partial reform would be approximately 2,845 euros.
Work on the complete refurbishment would include
- Emptying
When you buy a second-hand house, many times the kitchens come with previous
appliances and furniture.
- Water, electricity and gas
Every furniture distribution in the kitchen involves a distribution of water, light or gas. If a
change is made in the order of the appliances, these must be adapted to the new needs.
- Kitchen tiling
As in the case of the bathroom, the kitchen is usually tiled for a water and moisture issue.
- Furniture assembly
By this we mean the phase of placing the appliances, as well as cabinets and
countertops.

Budget for painting a house
Like the rest, it all depends on the meters. To make a quick calculation, the price per
square meter of paint is between 6 and 10 ? per square meter. According to your data,
the average price of painting the interior of a house or premises is 651 euros.
If we also want to remove the gotelé, we must take into account that it is somewhat more
expensive than it seems. Thus, removing the gotele from a room can cost 250 euros, and
removing it from a whole big house for about 1,179 euros on average.
Changing window frames
If we want to change the carpentry of the windows for new ones, such as PVC; prices can
vary from 1,200 euros to 4,700 euros. This will depend on the units, sizes, qualities,
workmanship... The average price would be 2,715 euros.
Change woodwork
If we are going to replace the doors of the house, these can cost between 575 euros and
3,342 euros depending on the type and quality. The average price that is stipulated would
be 1,929 euros.
Changing the floor of the house
The average price of putting parquet or flooring (complete) is 1,845 euros, although we
can find prices ranging from 850 euros to 3,000 euros.
As we can see, the price of the different reforms will vary a lot depending on the qualities,
the square meters and the cost of labor. Before starting the work, it is therefore advisable
to compare different estimates in order to choose the most suitable one.

We hope you will take advantage of this guide to
buying a home in Spain.
We would be delighted to welcome you to Mallorca
with our Exclusive Buyer Agent service.

Contact us now!
www.domibusrealty.com
+34 871 153 864
info@domibusrealty.com

